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THE FILIERE ELECTRONIQUE AND CIVIL SOCIETY 

To phrase the question in the terms established by this research project 
•l,lhat do public networko hAvc to offer private necvorka?" •• is to f,.1,.~1y 

suggest that there is a rigid distinction between public and private, and that. 
the boundary remains stable. We live, instead, in a world in which 
tolocommunicationo networks ,ire better described as the "filiere 
electronique,• a network of electronic production characterized by the growing 
unity and interdependence of previo1.1Sly distinct economic sectors, the 
polyvalonoo of new technologies, and mu.ltiple intertwiulug,i 0£ differem; 
networks. 1 This filiere generates an environment of bounded rationality, and 
uncertainty, and in which localized learning processes are particularly 
relevant, llai:moniz;ation of re11,ul.<~ury t1y1<Uoms as well as of the 
infrastruct:tu:e and development of the •network firm" and "network industries• 
are features of what is described here as the third stage of the information 
:society. Cooperation and courdJ.ua(..i.uu joln competition as motive economic 
forces; the emphasis on externalities makes clear the declining importance of 
the market per se. Network economics is coming to be the model for the entire 
economic syscem.' 

While our interest in studying these impacts may be economic, the 
network society is also c1v11 society. or "those areas of social life-· the 
domestic world, the economic sphere, cultural activities and political 
interaction•· which are organized by private or voluntary arrangements and 
groups outside the direct; concrol of the state."" l'his is one way of 
conceptualizing the private sector, doing so by distinguishing the exercise of 
power (state versus non-state) from the goals towards which the use of that 
power is directed. Within civil society, private sector actors address issues 
traditionally assumed to be •public" in nature because they are concerned with 
constituting and sustaining society. Civil society has upon occasion opposed 
the state-· leading in some historical cases to successful revolutions 
precisely because it is concerned with the building of cotlllllllt\ity and retains 
an interest in social, cultural, and political ends as well as economic; 
successful governments are those in which the two come together. Today, as 
the very nature of the nation-state and effective definitions of the public 
and private are shifting, civil society is reaching new forms of accommodation 
to and interaction with the state. Much of the stimulus to this change came 
from the use of telecommunications networks, which have made new forms of 
organizational evolution possible. 4 

While we are in the habit, by now, of viewing ourselves as a society in 
change, in fact we may be nearing the end of our most turbulent period. 
reaching the conclusion of a transformation process in which it has become 
clear that "the information society" is nee a unimodal concept, but one which 
refers to dvnamic and multilinear social development processes, As the 
chaotic environment resolves itself into order again, we enter the third stage 
of the information society. 

The question to which this paper is addressed might usefully be re-posed 
• --"" ---"-~-- .:- .... 1...,1_ ~---- ~.f: 
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d:Lccover thAt "the public" and "the private" are being r .. d .. .C.Lued, that:. 
teleco=unications networks are both affected by and are critical to this 
process of redefinition, and that expanding our methodological and data 
collection toolkit may well ""'rve our ability t.u uirecc che new forms of power 
that have become available to both "public" and "private" actors. 

'Io \.II!derstand the cuul..riuul..ions of what are technically <leecribed as 
"public" networks within the United States to those that are categorized as 
"private" we mu.st look beyond the networks themselves to the interdependent 
organizat.iu1u; 1..111,1.. create and use chose necworles. Evaluacion of the impact ot 
networks must deal with effects~ the entire information production chain 
• including those things that happen ouside the network•· as well as the 
.. .c.c .. c1..H ££ Che in£o:cmac1on pro<luccion chain. ln doing so, we wi.L.L tin<l that 
many of the most significant impacts are qualitative, not quantitative, in 
nature, and involve causal processes rather than effects best described 
1..h.cougb capical 1nd1cai:ors. 

The domain of information policy, as bounded by any stage of the 
in.formation produccion chain (creation (creation, generation, and collection], 
processing [algorithmic and cognitive], transportation, distribution, storage, 
destruction, and seeking) , 5 provides a particularly good example of what are 
today called "policy networks," reterring to the interaccion of public sector 
and private sector actors and cooperation between them. 6 This approach goes 
beyond corporatism, in which the state retains its centrality, to describe a 
world in which the relative power of the nation-state is declining and the 
nature of its power undergoing change. 7 In this aspect, too, decision-making 
regarding the filiere electronique may provide the most acuce model for future 
public-private relationships in the third stage of the infot'lllation society, 

A Concepeual Groundwork 

Research Methods, aJlsi the State 

One of the earliest senses in which it was understood that "information 
is power" was in service of the classic forms of the nation-state. In 
addition to ancient uses of information collection, processing and flows for 
the purposes of exercising military power, 8 the nation-state over the last 
few hundred years has with varying degrees of sophistication and self
consciousness theorized, conceptualized and operationalized research 
methodologies for the purpose of directly exerting state power; the very word 
"statistics" was born of efforts to quantify characteristics of the population 
after the French Revolution for the purpose of governini, 9 

Tbs many difficulties of obtaining data for the purposes of 
teleco=iications analysis have often been noted. 1° Conceptual and 
theoretical problems in dealing with information flows within neoclassical 
economic models are exacerbated by the inability to get data once 
operationalized. Toe development of network economics is one effort to deal 
with these problems by shifting the unit of analysis and providing an opening 

,._,_J - ,. ~L-- __ J - - ._J - ..._t.,~ 
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infrA .. tnict:ura in muoh the some way that the cop,itive "value" vi: .i.nJ:ormation 
is much enriched by contextualizing it within notions of meaning. 

Thcoc issues are arising in a context in which th'" "'""".ral govel:lllllental 
interest in obtaining data in traditional forms is on the decline because, it 
is argued, it is •costly.• 11 The cancellation of data collection efforts 
un<ler federal agency aegi,; is a significanL :,h.LJ:1. ln what had been a cem::ral 
form of power for the bureaucratic welfare state. Whether through the tax 
system, welfare, or the educational system, federal and state data collection 
procedures in •••ence defined proper1.:y 1:.l.gl1Ls and determined the spread and 
penetration of governmental activity. Shifts here are one of the least 
discussed but most significant aspects of the privatization process. While 
some informatio» is no luu!!t""' 1.,.,,L11g collected•· and the possibility ot 
generating new information flows through regulatory action denied for a 
lengthening period•· other kinds of information are being transferred to the 
private secLui:. lu uume cases this happens through direct privatization of 
previously governmental activities through contractual arrangements. In 
others, such as in the computerization of the patent office, 12 it occurs 
through aggressive private sector behavior seeking the high ground through 
definition of the operating rules of the pertinent competitive enviro111Dent. 
ln still others, the government directly asks for private sector cooperation, 
as in recent uepartment o:t: De:t:ense calls tor corporate assistance in 
collecting information about •enemies• around the globe. 13 • _ 

A second significant shift 1n governmental in:t:"ormation handling 
procedures is away from individualized data to algorithmic formulations, 
whether in dealing with governmental information flows to the public, 14 

development of sentencing guidelines based on statistical features of 
demographic characteristics rather than individual circumstances, 15 

or inclusion of those whose behaviors are not algorithmically predictable 
within the definition of the •enemy" within new security theory. 16 

These changes in the information collection processing emrironment are 
developing concurrently with a questioning of the nature and utility of 
existing decision-making processes, both in general and specifically within 
the field of communications policy . 11 Again, even the Department of Defense 
is calling for development of new research methodologies in order to meet the 
needs of new security theory and today's rapidly changing geopolitical 
realities . 18 

Thus the emergence of questions about data collection procedures and 
research methodologies in telecommunications is not coincidental, It reflects 
the changing nature of the nation-state and the need to develop research 
methodologies appropriate for serving the decision-making procedures of new 
organizational forms, and to assist in the implementation cf new forms of 
power. The use of necworks is critical to the process of reconstituting 
society and the state. The period of reconstitution is necessarily one of 
change. 
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Tht Studv of System; in Change 

The growing field of network economics is an attempt to deal with 
systems that are clearly 1.111.i..1:guing concinuous and rapid change. Such 
attempts might be enriched by a cross-fertilization with ocher bodies of 
theory that week to understand systems in change. 

Second order cybernetics, which began to appear during the 1970s in the 
hard sciences with rapid application to the social sciences as well, 19 

uLrrucs £com the original approach to cybernetics in that it seeks to 
understand systems undergoing constant change and accepts that change as 
normal, rather than seeing it as damaging to a desired equilibrium. Thus 
while 1n the l960s survival was still defined as stability, 20 1n the l9HUs it 
came to be understood as transformation. 21 When systems are self-conscious 
about the processes of change, they are called morphogenetic; the 
participation of the elements of a system in that system's transformation is 
autopoiesis. Rather than assuming a static and homogenous system oriented to 
a statistical mean, a morphogenetic system is understood to be dynamic, 
heterogeneous, and. constant.Ly evolving through processes of experimentation 
and amplification of deviation through causal loops. Models of such systems, 
which are undergoing extreme, continuous, and unpredictable change under 
conditions ot constant, extreme, and unpredictable change map particularly 
well onto our most recent experience. 

Second order cybernetics emphasizes positive feedback processes, as well 
as negative. lt is striking to realize how much of our research up to this 
point has dealt only with the latter, though Babe points out that positive 
mechanisms were discussed theoretically around the turn of the century in 
economics, and then rejected largely because of the difficulty of copoing with 
the complexity and lack of tidiness of the processes that become visible from 
this perspective.:..: In another difference from earlier systems approaches, 
second order cybernetics·focuses on the deviation-amplifying effects of causal 
processes; i.@., the nature of causal processes is more illll)ortant in determining 
outcomes than are initial conditions. 23 ln telecommunications, Antonelli 24 

describes such causal processes in the filiere electronique when he talks 
about the way in which random small events in networks can have significant 
and long-lasting effects. 

From this perspective. healthy systems are or1anized not around specific 
objectives (products), but around the process of self-renewal, or autopoiesis. 
The relations of morphogenetic systems with their external environment, 
including other systems. are critical for survival and growth. ThrP.P. 
characteristics of a successful system support healthy cross-boundary 
relations: adequate modes of information collection and processing; internal 
decision-making procedures designed to acquire and incorpnrA~A infnrrnAt'ion 
collected from the environment; and the presence of all elements in the 
external environment in as structurally complex a manner within a system. 
When all three of these conditions are met. evolutionary dP.vP.ln~mP.n~~ wi~hin 
nnP. ~v~~em serve as stimuli for developments within other systems; - ...... ----~ ____ .._ ___ "- , ______ .., 
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between those that are private and those that are public, are increasingly co
evolutionary in nature. 

Organization theory over the past couple ct decades has also responded 
to changes in real-world conditions which have brought new types of problems 
and issues with a growing sensitivity to organizational complexities. 2' This 
body of theory has begun to converge with second order cybernetics in its 
emphasis on organizations as information systems, 26 and in increasing 
awareness of the paradoxical characteristics of organizations, which are both 
loose-coupling and tight-coupling, and incorporate both deviation•Slllplifying 
and -reducing processes. 27 There is a growing body of work that explores 
these changes in organizations from a telecommunications perspective. 28 

New approaches to the study of organizational evolution are talking 
about what is called a punctuated equilibrium dissipative structure, meaning 
organizations that evolve through a series of transformations in which 
instability and structural fluctuation generate disequilibria, ultimately 
resolving, after some experimentation, into new equilibria. 29 Catastrophe 
theory, which focuses on discontinuities, and chaos theory, which explores the 
ways in which chaos comes out of order, and order out of chaos, similarly 
provide insimts into the system change processes identified by second order 
cybernetics. fo 

There are several types of disturbances to systems, each of which alone 
or synergistically could trigger a transformation. A fluctuation is "a 
seemingly sudden, spontaneous, and often unexpected variation from the average 
in a variable describing the state of a svstem.•ll A perturbation is •a 
change in system structure or behavior imposed by an envirot1111ental stressor 
and associated with a weakening of linkages between subsystems.• 32 Noise is 
"the small ongoing, random variations at any system level. •33 A catastrophe 
occurs when •a continuously changing force yields an abruptly changing 
effect,••• 

Gemill and Smith 35 describe four stages of change in dissipative 
structure systems: 

(1) Diseguilibrirn. During disequilibrium, change becomes possible 
because of turbulence, environmental and/or internal. 

(2) Symmetry breaking. ln dissipative structures symmetries are broken 
when self-replicating or usu.al autopoietic functioning becomes ineffective or 
is purposefully eupproaaod in ordor that naw possibilities might emerge. 
Unsuccessful replication increases the possibility of change by increasing the 
degrees of freedom within which change can take place. 

(3) Experimentation. Through experimentation, the system creates new 
possible configurations around which it can eventually reformulate. Only 
through this prooe•• o~n trw. oalf-deoign emerge, £or it io only then that 
~hoyo i~ nAtterned voluntary elaboration and complication of process where 

- . 
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behavior tlla~ wuulu be seemingly unrelated in a framework based on utilitarian 
values·· that is, "inefficient" action is required in order to produce the 
variants around which a system may realign. The systems that are best able to 
~=vive are those which are most open to exper1111entat1on, retention of 
deviants, and so on. 36 It has precisely been the goal of the last decade of 
telecommunications regulation to encourage such experimentation. 

In addition to redundancy of resources and sufficient system energy 
needed to sustain it, experimentation requires causal loops that amplify what 
might be an inaigificant or accidental initial kick but builds up deviation 
sufficient to diverge from the original condition and develop a deviant .. 
deviation-amplifying causal processes. Expectations play a role here, for 
the very conceptualization of a set of expectations enters the process both as 
a goal and as a set of possibilities. 

(4) Reformulation. The final element of the transformative process is 
the emergence of a new configuration or organizing principle around which the 
system may reformulate out of the repertoire of possible new configurations 
developed during the experimentation phase. The •punctuated equilibrium 
model" focuses on these reorientation periods between periods of convergence, 
or equilibrium, in a dissipative structure, Ideally, convergent periods are 
relatively long; during them, change is incremental, involving elaboration fo 
structures, systems, controls and resources towards increased coalignment. 
Reorientations would be relatively short periods in which all of these 
elements are transformed into a new alignment. 37 

The application of these ideas to telecommunications networks is 
relatively easy. Technological change, regulatory shifts, and the rise of 
transnational players have generated significant perturbations to the network 
environment as well as internal structure. In the terms offered above, these 
forces have served to "break symmetries," permitting new forms to emerge. .The 
turbulence of the 1970s and 1980s was marked by a wildly diverse range of 
experiments in network and orianizational design and vario\L~ mndP.~ nf ""A nf 
new information technologies. The inability of traditional legal and economic 
categories to adequately describe, analyze, and predict today's communications 
phenomena and processes are, from this point of view, indir.nr.nT~ nf t.he 
deviance of the variants emerging. 

If we treat telecommunicationR nRt:wnTk~ ~s dissipative gtructure 
systems, we can see that we are well into the phase of experimentation and 
moving towards that of reformulation. Political scientist Rosenau, analyzing 
what he calls thP. "191\0,: pnzzle," meaning "tha pi>rplexing e;lobalio:ation of 
patterns wherein the loci of authority were relocated and restructured,• 38 

claims that the break with historical patterns is now complete, and we are in 
the 1990s arrivad in An RT., c.h,.ract:ori,eed by naw pattoi:na. Deapite thi" 
overall generalization, however, specific systems, such as telecommunications 
networks, are still taking shape. This new era, which is characterized by 
harmonization of systemR, L~ t:hA tchird st:ago of tha information aocioty, 
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Ths Third Stas@ of tho Information Society 

The first stage of the information society -- characterized by 
alegt;ri£ic4tion of co:amnmicat:io""' -- emerg•nl in Lbe mid•ninet:eent:h cent:ury 
with the invention of the telegraph. The many impacts of the telegraph tended 
to _scimulate the exiscing tendencies of industrialization; firms could gee 
bigger a.nd have more branch••· As Chandler Heminally noted, che aucomat:ion of 
manufacturing and distribution functions also began to alter the structure of 
t:he firm by transferring significant control capabilities out of the hands of 
owners and into profes:sional DIAnAt,ew,mL. L.ewns and t:he aut:omaced equipment: of 
the businesses themselves, 39 

llegiuuJ.u~ J.u Lhe 1960s, t:he second stage of the information society, 
characterized by globalization of commmication systems, saw a proliferation 
of experimentation with many varieties of new information technologies, 
Nwueruus kinds of communication syscems expande4 beyond nation-state 
boundaries to become global in nacure. Multinational corporations DIUltiplied, 
and a new organizational form, the transnational corporacion, began to emerge. 

With the 1990s, we are entering the third stage of the information 
society, characterized by the harmonization of communications syscems. 
National telecommun1cacions systems are becoming harmonized with each other 
through the physical linkage of the infrastructure, through the building of 
national systems with products from vendors of other nations, and through 
increasing harmonization of pertinent regulatory and accounting systems. 
C0t11111unications is also, significantly, becoming harmonized with other systems, 
such as banking and manufacturing (as in just-in-time production and 
distribution systems), Most importantly, we are finding that a number of 
information policy tools are being used in comon across various international 
policy arenas, Mlmy elements of services agreemencs being discussed within 
the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), for example, are also 
found within arms control- agreements;• 0 the substance of the latter now deals 
more with mandated information flows than with weapons themselves. 

These harmonization processes, however, themselves often constitute 
breaks with systems that: had been in equilibrious formations previously. The 
proliferation of new information technologies; the expansion of capacity, 
reach, and incelligence of the networks; privatization; and other processes 
generated the curbulence and occasionally chaos in systems that had been 
relatively stable, and served to launch society, as a system with a punctuated 
equilibrium, into che chird stage of the information society, 

It is illlportant to note that to describe this era as one of 
harmonization is U£S; to suggest that this process is unilinear. any more than 
development itself is necessarily unilinear. Rather, variuos configuration~ 
are possible, and it is precisely the clash amongst: the different: ways of 
organizing a harmonized society that limns the boundaries between the three 
regional blocs of our new geopolitical arrangements. That is, it iR over the 
.:u rz:--~---- 1... .... -_ ...... _...., '"""'-"'-H,1 ~ rnn£iizur.a.tions that are the substance of disputes 
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cantributiuus ut Networks to Jach Ot:her 

Privatization processes have not·· nor will they•· lead to the demise 
0£ the 11ation•st"L". a .. u,u,, they have leac1 to a movement of the boundary 
between public and private and a redefinition of relationships between the 
sectors. The interdependence of public and private forms of power is 
w.u,1,e,.,.1,..,.i cuncretely in the interweaving of public anc1 private networks. In 
both dimensions •• and between the two dimensions•· interactions are 
recursive, self-reflexive, and deviation-amplifying. Such movements are 
fundamentally constitutive in nature. 

From this conceptual platform, we can examine the contributions of 
public networks to the filiere electron1que. There are several dimensions 
along which this examination can take place, both economic and non-economic. 
The latter include: 

• The use of public networks facilitates and stimulates shifts in the 
legal and regulatory environment that are radically changing the enviro=ent 
in Which private networks operate. 

• Public networks make possible the evolution of organizational form. 

Use of the public network accelerates deviation-amplifying causal 
processes that are social in nature•· including those that are economic. 

Among the economic contributions of public networks to private networks 
are: 

• Support for the use of increasingly important intermediate information 
products. 

• Expansion of the range of potential final products, both material and 
informational, 

Expansion of the potential market for those products. 

Provision of an environment supportive of experimentation. 

Affecting both economic and non-economic dimensions, it h~R hAcnmP. ~1P.ar 
that the consequences of the use of the public network has lead to: 

• The necessiey to develop new research methncloloeiP.~ in nrd•r to 
understand and make policy for the development of the filiere eleccronique. 

lion.• economic cont;,:ibut;ians 

~Rseasuhaap~in~g~2.f....1<thw.e~le!U!<gaa,.l_esnuv~i.·r.2~nme"""~n...,,t. The legal environment is changing. 
partially as a consequence of the use of nAw infnrmarion techru:,logia~ .. in 

AaffAlnnm2nt and use of networks. 41 
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First, the constitutional focu.s its•lt ls shifting to the 1ncemac1onal 
arerui. Processes supporting this move include the decline in the ability of 
natioruil legal systems to cope with the effects of the use of new information 
technologie&, le•ding to the devt1lui,w1mL of new bod1es of law - - often 
international in nature .... and to the importance of contract law in 
maneuvering within the global information economy. Lagal firms and lawyers 
follow their transw,.tio .... l <.:l.LunLs beyond the nat1on•scace in these 
efforts. 42 Theoretically, the argument is being made that incernational 
trade agreements in fact better serve today the constitutional function than 
do nacional <.:uu .. L.i.LuLl.ons. •• This re•exam1nat1on of legal and regulatory 
concepts and procedures runs chroughout the legal syscem, with concepts and 
techniques being questioned at every level. 44 

Second, we are beginning to see more substitution of algorithmic 
decision-making procedures for the type of detail orientation that 
hiscorically has characcerized the development: of case law: there has been 
experimentation, for example, with things like procedures for sentencingby 
computer assessment of the demographics and other characteristica of the ca•e, 
rather than through a human judge's assessment: baaed upon exposure to the 
evidence and to the person involved. This convergence toward the mean runs 
directly counter to what are understood to be the processes of a healthy 
morphogenet1c society. 

Third, and simplest, the use of computerized data bases vastly eases the 
process through which new lines of precedent may be discovered and 
developed. u 

In the long term, the largest contribution of public necworks to private 
networks may be here, for it is here that the use of public networks provides 
the flux through which and from which private networks variously resolve 
themselves as they constitute and reconstitute the111Belves within the changing 
societal and legal context. On this macro level, together the public and 
private networks of the filiere undergo transformative processes, each 
contributing in a conscancly shifting mix to the processes of change, By 
participating in the processes of legal change, private sector organizations, 
as pare of the policy network, parcicipate sutopoietically in the 
reconstitucion of the system. 

Evolution of organizational form. While it has been possible for both 
public and private entities to take advantage of the use of new information 
technologies as organizational forms, up to this point clearly corporations 
have moved far ~uickly than nation-states and other political units in doing 
so, providing much of the explanation for the rise of the transnational 
corporate power relative co that of the nation-state, 

Alllong the changes we are seeing in the nature of organizational form are 
new possibilities for combinations of centralization and decentralization of 
decision-making abilities.•• There is an increased capacity for coloc,11tion 
• the combination of decision-making power with sites of knowledge, both 
------1 __ _. ____ J~.I- t.7 ____ ., __ _, _ .. .1 ...... .1 __ , ., __ ---• 
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particula.r det:ail • • into plauu.Lug 1md decision-making processes, as weU. as 
general, or scientific (or algorithmic) knowledge. It is possible to 
coordinate affairs to a higher level of complexity and wit:h finer 
articulation, ors ... ,.L~~L.Lons can respond more quickly to changes 1n e1ther 
internal or environmental conditions, and have far more flexibility in 
defining relationships between internally differentiated elements of 
struccun,, .Luclull.Lng geographically. 

Here again public networks provide the transforma.tive medium through 
wh.Lch p.civate networks are able co resolve t:hemselves. Increasingly, a 
sensitivity to local issues is being incorporated into telecommunications 
policy•lllAking processes,4 8 ( and into our understanding of the nature of 
policy-making processes as we11.•• certa1niy this history replicates the 
development of the telecommmications network itself as it increasingly turns 
to the local as the site of the most interest. 50 On the theoretical side, it 
is interesting to note that ettorts to understand the local are to date 
largely cross-disciplinary in nature -- even, in fact, arguing that the use of 
a variety of research methods is necessary in order to understand what is both 
objectively and subjectively true about the local.' 1 Te actual difficulties 
in combining different types of data onto one geographic map are myriad.~2 

Acceleration of dexiation-emnlifving caus1l processgs. .Both of the 
above•· transformation of organizational form and a reworking-of the legal 
and regulatory environment•· are deviation-amplifying causal processes. In 
both, each step of change has ripple effects throughout the econ0111y and 
throughout society. In some aspects, networks make possible directions of 
change not otherwise conceivable. In others, the use of networks accelerates 
processes that might otherwise be undei:way, but much more slowly; this change 
in speed is significant enough in and of itself that it generates a 
qualitative shift in the processes of change themselves. 

Economic Contributions 

Support £or use of intermediate information prgducts. As information 
and information processing become ever more significant as intermediate inputs 
into manufacturing processes, dependence upon public telecommunications 
networks allows flexibility in the acquisition, processing, and use of 
information in this way. While a number of high value-added types of 
information processing are being internalized in firms, not. All ArA. 
Ubiquitous and universally accessible broadband networks thus make it possible 
to acquire necessary information through contractual and cooperative 
arrangements. By extending the rangR of .,,,,.hl P. information providar~ and 
processors beyond those reachable through the private network, the class of 
potential vendors is expanded. Additionally, public networks permit use of 
information as an intermediate input in gengrA~hi~ ~rPA~ wh9ra aetivitieg may 
be sporadic or important only on a one-time ·basis, making extension of private 
networks in these situations impracticable. 
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1ncreas1ngly sophisticated information products, by stilllulating the emergence 
of complementary information products, and by permitting interactions among 
information products that stimulates consumption of each, 

Expansign qf the pt4rket;, Through the use of public networks, the market 
for information products and services offered by entities using private 
networka is expanded both geographically and in terms of penetration. 

Provision of an eny;J.rornmmt supportive of gxperimsntation. The most 
important types ot economic contributions of public networks to private 
networks are the ways in which public networks offer flexibility regarding 
externalizing or internalizing network costs, by fulfilling overflow functions 
tor private networks, and by providing sufficient 1nfrastructw:al support to 
permit take-off for new firms or ventures. In the terms of second order 
cybernetics, this aspect of public network support for private networks can be 
understood as providing the kinds of resources, redundancy, and system energy 
required for the experimentation characteristic of· and needed during periods 
of turbulence in order to permit successful transformation to a new 
equilibrious state. Historia11S of technological development note the 
importance of the environment's receptivity to and support for technological 
experimentation as key to progress.') lt is this·· the provision of what 
might be described as an undifferentiated infrastructural matrix out cf which 
myriad variations may emerge•· that provides the most significant 
contribution of public networks to private networks today. By providing this 
support, the use of telecommunications networks allows civil society to 
reconstitute itself and the state. 

Re1eareh Methods for Analvsis of the Filiere Electroniaue 

ln order to understand the kinds of contributions of public networks to 
private neeworks mentioned above, it is clear that there are demands on our 
research methodologies. 

- We need to deepen our understanding of deviation-amplifying causal 
processes, since these constitute the most significant of contributions. In 
particular, we nead to develop the tools with which we can le .. -rn t.n 
distinguish mut:ually beneficial deviation-amplifying causal processes from 
those that are harlllful. 

- We need to widen the range of variables included within our analyses. 
Rather than permitting "externalities• to outweigh the elements of the systems 
~et,di~d themselves, the dimensions: through which we understand those cyctcmo 
should come to include those elements that clearly are critical for system 
functioning, whether or not they were historically treated as outside the 
"Y~r.Am~ heing analyzed. 

Among the variables that we need to include is complexity itself, 
increasingly undP.r,.r.11nrl by both natural and c:ocial ""ientista to be not ju.,t " 

' -------- 1.. .. - • •~".-n-,' influencine: the functioning and 
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in a co-evolution:,.ry manner may reduce the cen.sion over :;;hl£1.lng system 
boundaries, 

- The global aspect of systems being stuuled demands a globalization of 
research methodologies as well. The study of telecommunications needs to 
follow the lead of sociology, which has for several years been self
oonocioualy adapting itself to the changes :lu "l'l'ruach demanded by 
globalization. s• 

- And wheuier conceptualized .. ,. Aul.uuelli' s insistence upon analysis of 
system change at the local level, Jensen's colocation, or the autopoiesis of 
second order cybernetics, we need to develop the tools that will permit us to 
perceive and uuu,u:i;l.aud Lhose elements of necworltS thac are uniquely local, 
what anthropologist Clifford Geertz has described as "local knowledge."S5 
Recognition of the importance of the local in understanding the impact of the 
use of t .. 1.,cul.lWllll1icatious net;Works 1S demonscraced by the spate ot recent work 
on new information technologies and cities.~ 6 

Conclusions 

We must leave behind yesterday's question·· What do public networks 
contribute to private networks?·· and ask instead about the nature of the 
interdependent networks of the filiere electronique, and about the impact of 
new forms of social and economic organization on our shifting definitions of 
the public and private, ~hared responsibilities in provision and mainterumce 
of the infrastructure at the physical level both echoes the development of 
mixed public/private policy networks and to a significant degree contributed 
to transformations at the political level. Theoretical developments in the 
ways we are coming to appreciate and understand turbulence and its resolution 
provide ways of conceptualizing conditions during this third stage of the 
information society. 

As we move out of chaos and complete one sequence of transformation, the 
equilibrious state towards which we are now moving is characterized by 
harmonization among communication systems and between communication and the 
other systems of the social struc=e. The relative decline of the nation• 
state within this conceptual framework is in a sense harmonization of 
political systems, clearly yielding tensions among the three global blocs that 
run along the fault lines that demark or~anizational boundaries. 

While it is true that activities, including decision-making procedures, 
are increasingly international it is also true that that is so because- of 
profound changes at the local level. The Sony/counterculture mandate to 
"Think globally, act locally," identifies the two sets of geographic 
boundaries that mark realms in which power is meaninifully exercised todAy, 
but fails to be specific about the types of power involved. The 
reinvigoration of the ever-recurring desire to retain ethnic diversity and 
struggles toward statehood around the globe demonstrate the way in which thnRA 
.e-_ ~ ------ ---~-1.,._-1_ .. _,, •• """""oiv,:iitl nf a.s nolitical are redoundin2: to the 
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r.n fncus action at tho local level is to yield the more e££ective uu~ains to 
economic, and international, players. 

Talecoumnmicatione notworks are centro.l to the processe,; t..hruugh which 
society has been transforming itself. 57 These processes have been and are 
truly constitutive in nature, making the design of telecommunications networks 
inh .. rently and ccntr<1lly political. Thi .. explorat.iun ur t..he role of net:worles 
suggests we may need to acknowledge the merging of the public and private, and 
in our policy networks "Think locally, act globally,• 
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MEMORANDUM 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

May 11, 1992 

New Invitees to the APEC/PECC Telecommunications Task Force 
( See attached list) 

Janet Pearce 
Deputy Director, US-PECC 

Next Meeting of the APEC/PECC Telecommunications Task Force in 
Washington DC, June 12. 

Dear Professor Noam, 

I understand from Dick Beaird that you have agreed to help us in our review of 
the APEC document on Telecommunications and look foxward to your participation in 
our group next month. A£ you may already know, the PECC is a private non-profit 
multilateral organization that sponsors working group meetings and policy-oriented 
roundtables around the Pacific Rim. One of our strongest sectoral interests groups in the 
U.S. is concerned with Pacific telecommunications development; hence, we have 
organized a series of meetings for the remainder of 1992 that we think may be of interest 
to you. The next of such meetings will he with our APEC/PECC Telecommunications 
Task Force on June 12 between 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in Washington, D.C. at the 
National Academy of Sciences. 

In cooperation with the State Department's Bureau of International 
Communications and Information Policy (CIP), our purpose will be to develop 
recommendations concerning next steps in the APEC Working Group on 
Telecommunications and to lay the groundwork for several PECC telecom-related 
activities. 

The meeting will begin at 9:30 a.m. when Dick Beaird, Deputy Coordinator, CIP, 
will bring us up to date on developments and plans in APEC. We will then interact with 
a number of invited experts concerning the survey of telecommunications environments 
in the region. published by the Working Group. At the end of the morning, the Task 
Force will be asked to collectively define views and recommendations to the Department 
of State concerning future directions for APEC in this area. 



1) Participant Data 

APEC/PECC (U.S.) 
Telecommunications Workshop 
Preliminary Registration Form 

for June 12, 1992 

Name (Surname first) _______________________ _ 

Title-----------------------------

Company/Affiliation ________________________ _ 

Mailing Address _________________________ _ 

Telephone (Business) _________ _ Telephone (fax) 

Please indicate if you will be attending the workshop with other members of your 
organization by listing any such persons below. 

2) SITE 
The meeting will be held at 

The National Academy of Sciences 
Conference Room 180 

2101 Constitution Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 

3) PLEASE REPLY TO: 
APEC/PECC Telecommuncations Workshop 
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